MAMMOTH NETWORKS JOINS THE COLOGIX MINNEAPOLIS INTERCONNECTION COMMUNITY
Through Point of Presence, Mammoth Networks joins 80+ networks within Cologix Meet-Me-Room
Minneapolis, MN – October 29, 2013 – Cologix™, a network neutral interconnection and data center company,
announced today that Mammoth Networks, a facilities-based aggregator of wholesale data services, providing
service across the contiguous 48 states and Canada, has established a PoP in Cologix’s MIN2 - 511 11th Avenue data
center in downtown Minneapolis. With this deployment, Mammoth Networks creates base connectivity in
Minneapolis which allows the company to aggregate services back and forth between networks.
“When we provision a rural circuit we point them to a larger hub across the country. Minneapolis is a very strategic
location for us, providing a natural hub for circuits in North Dakota and Wisconsin,” stated Brian Worthen,
Mammoth's CEO. “Our deployment with Cologix adds depth to our reach, and allows us to on-ramp more clients
into their data center. We’re excited!”
“We are pleased that Mammoth Networks has chosen our Minneapolis data center to deploy their expanding
network and data services,” stated Mike Hemphill, General Manager, Cologix, Minneapolis. “We look forward to
introducing their solutions to our increasing list of customers in the U.S. and Canada.”
Cologix operates premium data center space and the Meet-Me-Room in the carrier hotel at 511 11th Avenue South
in Minneapolis, the most connected building in Minnesota. In addition to the robust carrier ecosystem which
includes more than 80 national, regional and local networks, the facility supports media, cloud, financial, education
and government communities as well as direct access to the Midwest Internet Cooperative Exchange (MICE).
###
About Cologix, Inc.
Cologix, Inc. is a network neutral interconnection and colocation company headquartered in Denver, Colorado, that
provides massively scalable interconnection services and secure, reliable colocation services in densely connected,
strategically located facilities in Dallas, Jacksonville, Minneapolis, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. With more than
330 network choices and sixteen prime interconnection locations, Cologix currently serves over 600 carrier,
managed services, cloud, media, content, financial services and enterprise customers. The company’s experienced
team of communications infrastructure professionals is committed to providing its customers the highest standard
of local customer support.
About Mammoth Networks
Mammoth acts as a one-stop shop for provisioning, billing and support. The company prides itself on support of
legacy services alongside newer Ethernet services. As a facilities-based aggregator of wholesale data services,
Mammoth provides service across the contiguous 48 states over more than forty NNIs with regional fiber carriers.
Mammoth simplifies Wide Area Networking by consolidating multiple access technologies and carriers onto a single
network, and delivering to their partners over a single interface. For more information about Mammoth, visit
www.mammothnetworks.com. The privately-held company is based in Gillette, Wyoming.
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